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Roval is dedicated to making the lightest and fastest wheels on the 

planet, and currently, we’re achieving this goal with a class-leading line 

of road and mountain wheels. To do so, we rely on key partnerships 

with pro teams and racers to provide the critical feedback necessary to 

push our technology and design to new heights. And if you’re looking 

for the most pointed example of this, look no further than the new 

Roval 321 Disc wheel.

 

When the UCI updated its regulations for the Track Hour Record 

in 2014, it sparked new interest and excitement to reestablish the 

boundaries of perceived possibility, and we found ourselves fully 

committed to lead the way with a new wheel project. It all got kicked off 

in early 2015 as rumors that athletes, like then-Roval-sponsored Tony 

Martin, were planning an attempt at the record. The 321 Disc wheel 

was intended to be a one-off prototype to fit in a special, custom frame 

made for the attempt. Because of this, our engineers had remarkable 

freedom in developing a unique shape with an off-the-charts aerodynamic 

advantage. And this early thinking led to the final asymmetric lenticular 

design that we see today.

1. INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
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Months of CFD work and multiple 3D-printed prototypes later, we had 

a solid foundation for a manufacturable wheel. By early 2016, our team 

had CNC’d tooling in the Specialized machine shop in Morgan Hill, 

CA and began earnest layup work on multiple prototypes. These early 

wheels were vital in understanding the complicated manufacturing 

associated with a wheel of this nature, since making a lightweight 

disc wheel in a repeatable production environment turned out to be a 

monumental task.

From these Hour Record prototypes, our team advanced the 321 to a 

production project and gathered insight from our World Tour athletes 

and pro triathletes. Many riders were transitioning to clincher tires at 

the time, but they still liked the lighter feel and acceleration that tubular 

wheels offered. Triathletes who were using clinchers were frustrated 

with the annoyance that inflating most clinchers entailed. Either special 

valve lengths or a “crack pipe” were needed to inflate the wheel—both 

are supremely annoying when either travelling or in a race.

2. DEVELOPMENT

The shaping of the production rim was therefore adjusted to ensure a 

proper fit in most of today’s TT and triathlon frames. The main drivers 

of the aerodynamic shape remain, however. The left lens has a single 

large curve for aerodynamics and the ideal level of stiffness. The right 

lens, meanwhile, has three features within its shape that are noteworthy. 

Near the tire region, the shape is wide with an ideal curvature for airflow 

around the tire, while the midsection is sucked inward for cassette and 

rear derailleur clearance. And finally, where it meets the hub, it kicks 

outward again for a wide stance and improved stiffness.

DEVELOPMENT
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Understanding stiffness was a critical part of the development, as 

well. Above a certain point, stiffness is far from ideal, as the wheel 

will not flex along with the frame it’s paired with if it’s too stiff. But 

by comparing multiple layup revisions, through lab testing and ride 

testing on an assortment of bikes, we came up with an ideal stiffness 

target for the 321. This ensured that the wheel was stiff enough to 

feel quick and responsive, but not unnecessarily heavy or stiff to 

cause brake rub on rim brake bikes. 

We’ve utilized an exclusive 1k carbon fiber and monocoque molding 

design to achieve our final targets in the lightest possible way. The 

result is a clincher disc that’s the same weight as our main competitor’s 

tubular wheel. Beyond this, the wheel is tubeless compatible and has a 

wide, modern 19mm inner width to pair with the wider tires and lower 

pressures that riders are using today with great success.

Finally, the wheel’s asymmetrical shape isn’t equally stiff on each 

side. When you install and inflate a tire on this wheel, it actually 

changes the dish of the wheel. We could have compensated for this 

by adding additional stiffness plies on the less stiff side, but this 

would only have added unnecessary weight to the wheel. Instead, 

the wheel is designed slightly off center and it adjusts to its final, 

centered position with an inflated tire.

DEVELOPMENT
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As we mentioned above, we relied heavily on feedback from our athletes 

for the 321’s development. Prototypes were raced throughout all of the 

2017 season, and we implemented the team and rider feedback into the 

final production wheels. As a result, the 321 has racked up an impressive 

list of victories under these riders already.

• Tim Don set an Ironman record in Brazil on the wheel in May 2017.

• Maciej Bodnar won the stage 20 Time Trial at the 2017 Tour de France. 

• Javier Gomez rode to a convincing win at Ironman 70.3 Worlds in 

September 2017. 

• Lucy Charles dominated IM South Africa in April 2018. 

3. RIDER FEEDBACK

RIDER FEEDBACK
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JAVIER GOMEZ: 

“It is very solid and fast at high speed, but also very effective 

climbing. It felt good at the 6km climb of the 70.3 World 

Championships last year. The bike was easy to ‘move’ and felt light 

and stiff. At speeds over 50km/h the momentum is amazing and 

helps you keeping a high speed on flat fast courses.” 

PATXI VILA (BORA-HANSGROHE COACH): 

“For many years, we have been waiting for a high-performance clincher 

disc wheel. Finally, the Roval disc got all the important points at the level 

21st century road bike racing needs: best aerodynamics, lightweight, and 

hosts clincher tires. There is no doubt, no other disc wheel in the market 

has the performance the Roval disc does—a masterpiece.”

LUCY CHARLES: 

“The Roval disc is stiff and lightweight, so it is extremely easy to 

handle. Even in heavy crosswinds, I’ve had no issues. In comparison 

to disc wheels I have ridden in the past, you never get that dragging 

feeling from behind when you are climbing. I guess this is down to 

the lightweight quality of the Roval wheel. I have also ridden other 

lightweight disc wheels in the past that just felt flimsy and weren’t 

so easy to handle. The stiff structure on the Roval disc makes 

handling the bike just as easy as a normal wheel but with the added 

aerodynamic advantage.”

TIM DON: 

“The disc is crazy fast. It’s just so solid under you, especially at 

faster speeds like no other disc I have used. Even on the hills, with it 

being so light and stiff, it rides so well. Small things, like the opening 

for the pump, means you can carry just one spare tube. The fact that 

it is tubeless ready also means more free speed.”

MACIEJ BODNAR:  

“I’m happy with the new wheel. We’ve been using them for some 

time now and I had a good feeling right away. The perception I have 

is that they are rigid and at the same time light. Particularly suitable 

for a climbing time trial or even just for courses featuring ups and 

downs where it is required to get up on the pedals occasionally. It’s a 

really good combination of lightness and aerodynamics.”

KOEN PILGRIM (QUICK-STEP FLOORS TRAINER):   

“Everybody was really happy with the new Roval disc. It’s the fastest 

disc wheel we can use, with a very low weight and great aerodynamic 

properties. Next to that, it is also a clincher disc, which allows us to ride the 

Turbo Cotton clinchers during the TTs.”

Here is what these athletes and our teams have to say about the 

final product.
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4. PERFORMANCE DATA

In the world of aero road wheels, there are relatively minor 

differences in aerodynamic performance among the top brands. 

Additionally, in most cases, the majority of the aero benefit comes 

from the front wheel. In the case of a rear disc wheel, however, 

there’s a substantial improvement in aerodynamics over a 

traditionally spoked rear wheel. By moving from the Roval CLX 64 

rear wheel to a disc wheel, over 40km, the savings are on the order 

of eight seconds in calm conditions, with the gains only increasing in 

windy conditions.

MODEL (RIM BRAKE) WEIGHT

ROVAL 321

ZIPP SUPER 9

HED JET DISC

1005 g

1175 g

1210 g

INNER WIDTH TUBELESS? 

YES

NO

NO

19.0 mm

17.3 mm

17.8 mm

Among the other best-in-class disc wheels on the market 

today, the Roval 321 is roughly equivalent, if not slightly better, 

aerodynamically. The benefits of the Roval 321 come at higher yaw 

angles of around 10 degrees and above. When you factor in the 

much lighter weight and improved features of the 321, though, it 

becomes the clear leader in the market.

PERFORMANCE DATA
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5. AERO TESTING NOTES

-15

• Testing was performed in the Specialized Win Tunnel. All wheels 

were tested in the same test session on a Specialized Shiv TT 

with a Roval CLX 64 front wheel. 

• All wheels were set up with a Specialized Turbo Cotton 24mm 

tire at 100psi for each test. Note the measured widths of each 

setup in the table below.

-10 -5 0 5 10 15

Yaw Angle (Degrees)

Hed Jet  (25.5mm)

Lightweight  (24mm)

Zipp Super9  (25.15mm)

Roval 321   (25.95mm)

Roval CLX 64  (27mm)

• The Lightweight tubular disc is included although it is a tubular—

they have no clincher option and we felt that it was a valuable 

comparison point. It was tested with a Specialized All-Around 2 

24mm tire at 100psi.

• Aero graphs are shown as a plot of CdA {m^2] over a range of 

yaw angles. Each gridline represents 0.001 m^2 change in CdA. 

This equates to approximately 4 seconds saved over 40km 

regardless of speed.

AERO TESTING NOTES
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6. SPECS & FEATURES

• Incredibly lightweight: 1005g (Rim Brake), 1015g (Disc Brake).

• 19mm inner rim width, tubeless clincher. The tire bed is solid and 

no need for rim tape.

• Large valve stem pocket hole is compatible with up to 80mm 

valve stems and most pump heads, so both inflation and carrying 

spare tubes is now a breeze. 

• DT Swiss 240 hub internals. Compatible with all freehub bodies 

including Shimano, Campagnolo, and SRAM XD/XDR.

• Equipped with CeramicSpeed bearings. 

• Rear derailleur clearance with all current derailleurs/cassettes. 

Includes compatibility with CeramicSpeed OSPW systems.

• Disc brake version—Center Lock™ disc, 142x12mm thru-axle only.

SPECS & FEATURES




